CHARLOTTE PIPE STARTER FITTING SV 1739L LEFT HAND VENTED CLOSET TEE WITH SV 1801 HARP FITTING, USE WITH FLOOR MOUNTED BOTTOM OUTLET WATER CLOSET

CONTRACTOR SHALL USE
PART NO. SV 206 TAPPED CLOSET BEND WITH SOUTHERN CODE BRASS PLUG

CONTRACTOR SHALL USE
PART NO. SV 1801

CONTRACTOR SHALL USE
PART NO. SV 1739L VENTED CLOSET TEE WITH 2" 45° TAPS

2" THREADED COPPER OR STEEL PIPE

4" SV CAST IRON PIPE VENT LINE

4" SV CAST IRON PIPE DRAIN LINE

FINISHED FLOOR

TUB

P-TRAP (TYPICAL)

FRONT ELEVATION

SV 1739L

WITH SV 1801